
The 10-3-1 Tool
We all have a desire to share our faith and invite our neighbors to meet and follow Jesus, but knowing
how to do this can be challenging. This easy tool is designed to give you a starting point by helping you
identify the people God has already placed in your life who need to respond to Jesus. It is really important
to use this tool along with a lot of prayer, and to share it with someone else who is also using it.

TEN: Who are the ten people closest to you who do not yet follow Jesus?
This may be more difficult for some than others. Say a quick prayer to help God bring people to mind. If
you are struggling, think through the FRANC acronym (Friends, Relatives, Acquaintances, Neighbors,
Coworkers)

1.__________________________ 6.__________________________

2.__________________________ 7.__________________________

3.__________________________ 8.__________________________

4.__________________________ 9.__________________________

5.__________________________ 10.__________________________

THREE: Of these, who do you believe to be the most receptive to the Gospel?
Take some time to pray over the list of people above. Ask God to help you identify which specific people
He is asking you to focus your efforts on. These may be folks you’ve had spiritual conversations with,
people with a church background, or who are going through a life transition (new relationship, new move,
new child, a death, a divorce, etc.).

1.____________________   2._______________________ 3.________________________

These neighbors are “your three” or your “target three”. Just like Jesus and the Apostles, it’s important to
admit our limitations and focus on a few people for a season. We challenge you to commit to asking God
to move and place you in an opportunity to share Jesus with each person.

ONE: Which of your three will you actively pursue for Christ
Praying for your three is sure to bear fruit, but we don’t want to sit and wait, we want to move to action.
Ask God to give you one person from your three to intentionally pursue for Christ. This can take many
shapes, but includes regularly sharing life with them, sharing your faith story with them when you have the
chance, and asking them questions about their own beliefs.

1.___________________________


